
DESIGN l.Io. 13

Southern Pine Barns
Complete Plans and Instructions Showing How to Build

Your Own Barn

Gable Roof Barn -26 Feet Wide
/T\HE barn design shown on this page illustrates what is The farmer can build any width or length that he chooses.
' I 'k.ro*n as a Glable Roof type õf -ba".r ¿nd is a very Certain lengths have been shown for the difierent barns but
I popular method of constru"ction. It has the advantagä they are mãrely average lengths and .the farmer can make

that shoit lengths of lumber can be used and no large ór the'barn any length or twice or three times as long or add an
heavy timbersãre required as nothing thicker than two-inch extension onto his barn any time he needs to.
lumber is used, which makes it easy for the farmer to build As before stated, however, the farmer must decide the
with the least possible amount of assistance. width that he wants to make his barn, and in so doing he

There are no difficult or complicated joints to make, which will be guided by what he considers the least width he can
is another feature that is appreôiated by the farmer who has use, so ãs to arrange his stock and work his barn in the
to be his own carpenter. method that his expèrience has taught him will best suit his

The length of the rafters is properly proportioned so as partieular requirements'
to give the lreatest amount of lofl space añd át the same time Every larmer has_ difierent requirements and we have
present thã most attractive and pleasing appearance from adopted this interchangeable s-y_s!em which allows the
ihe outside. farmer to build a'barn of any width or any length that he

The Southern Pine method of barn construction is entirely needs'

new and illustrates the most modern and approved methods Therefore we have made no reference on this sheet to the
of building construction in a way that enablès the farmer to interior floor arrangement of the barn. He can lay_out the
select for ñimself a barn that will exactly suit his own require- floor for a dairy barn, horse barn, general pulpose b__arn,_ or
ments, and of any width or length thãt he desires. Never beef cattle barn according to his requirements, but still using
before has barn 6uilding been mãde possible or explained in exactly the same type of barn construction as shown on tåis
such a simple, unique, oi practical manner. sheet. The drawings show details of windows, doors, wall

The only thinj that the farmer must decide for himself and roof construction and the farmer can locate the doors and
is what widlh he îants to make hid barn. Having decided windows to suit his floor plan arrangement'
on the width, then he can take the Southern Pine Design The standard widths of barns are 24, 26, 28, 30, 32,
sheet for that particular width of barn and build the barn 34 and 36 feet, and for every difierent width we have a
any length that he wants to. There is absolutely no hard different design as we have to use heavier and longer tim-
and fasf rule as between the width and length of any barn. bers due to the increased span of the roof.
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PLÀfE

The floor plan shows the exaet
spacing of all the studs for the side
andendwalls and how they are ar-
ranged at the door and window opel -
ines and at the corners of the build-
i"ã. ft aho shows the position of
thè center posts or columns which
support thé floor of the hay loft.

The side rvall framing elevation
shows the height of the side walls
and window spacing. The end wall
framing shows the height of the
studs and the roof and the correct
spacing of the studs around the door
and window openings. The cross
section shows the position of the
center posts, the height of the studs,
the height of the loft floor joists
above the ground floor level, and
the height of the roof and thelength
and sizes of the roof rafters and the
length and sizes of the roof braces.

The cross section also shows the
thickness and height of the con-
crete foundation walls and size of
concrete piers under the wood posts.
The depth of the concrete founda-
tions should be increased if neces-
sary in order to go down and rest
on solid ground or below the frost
line, according to locality.

At each corner of the barn three
corner studs are arranged as shown
on plan and provide for nailing
space should it be desired to line
the inside of the barn at any time.

Fouxnerrox Bor,rs. In order to
properly secure the framework of
the barn to the concrete founda-

26'-O" wroe

tion walls, ordinary bolts fu-inch

showing 
"r"-li;"Ë:il":î.ålt"?'i"alls 

and Roor ir"ålo"îi lf"'ä*ï"#-*, ïilå'1,,1å
the rret concrete is laid and they

Coxcnprp FouNuerroxs. The concrete for the foundations should project about 5 inches above the concrete and 3 inches from
and floor should be made in the proportions of one bag of cement, the outside edge.
two cubic feet of sand and four cubic feet of clean gravel or broken These bolts should be placed ab.ut every 6 feet along the
stone. foundation wall. Holes are to be drilled in the wood sill which is

ff greater economy is desired the mixture may be made in the afterwards fitted down over the bolts and the washers and nuts
ptopot:tiotr of one bag of cement, three cubic feet of sand and five then screwed on. Refer to the detail showing method -of bolting
ðubic feet of clean grÑel or broken stone. building down to the concrete foundation which makes this impor-

The sa¡d and gravel and cement should be all thoroughly mixed tant operation very clear'
and turned over lith a shovel at least twice while still dry and The built-up girder should be well spiked together; no two
before any water is added. This is to make sure that the cement joints should be closer than 4 feet.
is thoroughly mixed_with the sand.and gravel. The mixture should The floor joists must be securely spiked to wall studs and also
then be sþrãyed with water from the nose of a watering can or hose spiked together where they lap past eäcË other, and in this manner the
and again turned over twice while wet and immediately placed fiilaingís securelytiedairoôsìtsfullwidthfromwalltowall. Three
in position. rows of l-inch by 4-inch bridging should be fixed to stifien the joists.

Before the wet concrete is- placed in position the wood forT-q All timbers throughout the building should be well nailed
which hold the concrete should be hosed with water. This will together and plenty ofþikes should be uied as faulty construction
prevent the concrete from stickilg to the bo3rds a_nd-also prevent reJults from not u.ittg 

"trough 
spikes.

the boards, if _they were dry, from absorbing all the good and No ventilators haîe b""ä .hown, as metal roof ventilators are
moisture from thè concrete. the most popular and the number iequired will depend on their

The cement floor should be finished on top with a layer of size and the length of the barn.
cement mortar fu-inch thick composed of one part of cement to two With regard to the sheathing boards on the roof, this is an item
parts of sand. that allows of considerable variation. Narrow or wide boards can

When concrete is to be placed on top of concrete that has been be used. !þ9¿ can be nailed close together or spread apart not
raid the previ;; d;t, the oid concrete Ëhould be well sprayed with more-than ZLl inches'
water. îhi. ir to make certain that the new concrefe will stick The l-inch lumber for the hay loft floor may also be altered or
properly to the old concrete and makg a perfect joint. This also the width changed without afiecting the sta5ility of the barn.
meã.ns ihat the concrete floor should be well sprayed with water An interior view of the barn is shown looking towards the front
before the final top layer or finishing coat of cement mortar is end wall. It shows the side walls and roof framing and makes clear
applied. , exactly.how all the difrerent parts of the building are put together.
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DESIGN No. 14

Southern Pine Barns
Complete Plans and Instructions Showing How to Build

Your Own Barn
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Gambrel Roof Barn -28 Feet Wide
|"T\HE barn design shown on this page illustrates what is

I }crown as the Gambrel Roof Braced Rafter type of
I barn and is the most popular method of construction.

It has the advantage that shcxt lengths of lumber can be used
and no large or heary timbers are required as nothing thicker
than two-inch lumber is used, which makes it easy for the
farmer to build with the least possible amount of alsistance.

There are no difficult or complicated joints to make, which
is another feature that is appreciated by the farmer lvho has
to be his own carpenter.

The length of the rafters is properþ proportioned soasto
give the greatest amount of loft space and at the same time
present the most attractive and pleasing appearance from the
outside.

The Southern Pine method of barn construction is entirely
new and illustrates the most modern and approved methods
of building construction in a way that enables the farmer to
select for himself a barn tlat will exactþ suit his own require-
ments, and of any width or length that he desires. Never
before has barn building been made possible or explained in
such a simple, unique, or practical manner.

The only thing that the farmer must decide for himself
is what.width he wants to make his barn. Having decided
on the width, then he can take the Southern Pine Design
sheet for that particular width of barn and build the barn
any length that he wants to. 'There is absolutely no hard
and fast rule as between the width and length of any barn.

The farmer can build any width or length that he chooses.
Certain lengths have been shown for the difierent barns but

they are merely average lengths and the farmer can make
the barn any length or twice or three times as long or add an
extension onto his barn any time he needs to.

As before stated, however, the farmer must decide the
width that he wants to make his barn, and in so doing he
will be guided by what he considers the least widtå he can
us€, so as to arrange his stock and work his barn in the
method that his experience has taught him will best suit his
particular requirements

Every farmer has difrerent requirements and we Ìrave
adopted this interchangeable system which allows the
farmer to build a barn of any width or any length that he
needs.

Therefore we have made no reference on this sheet to the
interior floor arrangement of the barn. He can lay out the
floor for a dairy barn, horse barn, general purpose barn, or
beef'cattle barn according to his requirements, but still using
exactly the same type of barn construction as shown on this
sheet. The drawings show details of windows, doors, wall
and roof construction and the farmer can locate the doors and
windows to suit his floor plan arrangement.

The standard widths of barns are 24, 26, 28, 30, 92,
34 and 36 feet, and for every difrerent width we have a
difierent design as we have to use heavier and longer tim-
bers due to the increased span of the roof.

Coxcnnrn Fouw¡¡rrons. The concrete for the founda-
tions and floor should be made in the proportions of one
bag of cement, two cubic feet of sand and four cubie feet of
clean gravel or broken stone.
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If greater economy is desired the mixture mây be made in the
proporlion of one bag of cement, three cubic feet of sand and five
cubic feet of clean gravel or broken stone.

The sand and gravel and cement should be aII thoroughly mixed
and turned over with a shovel at least twice while still dry and
before any water is added. This is to make sure that the cement
is thoroughly mixed with the sand and gravel. The mixture should
then be sþrayed with water from the nose of a watering can or_hose
and agaiñ turned over twice while wet and immediately placed
in position.-Before the wet concrete is placed in position the wood forms
which hold the concrete should be'hosecl with water. This will
prevent the concrete from sticking to the boards and also pr-event
the boards, if they were dry, from absorbing all the good and
moisture from the concrete;

The cement floor should be finished on top with a layer of
cement mortar Y+ll:irch thick composed of one part of cement to two
parts of sand.- 

When concrete is to be placed on top of concrete that has been
laid the previous day, the old conc¡ete should be well sprayed with
water. This is to make certain that the new concrete v¡ill stick
properly to the old concrete and make a perfect joint. This also
meãns that the concrete floor should be well sprayed with water
before the final top layer or finishing coat of cement mortar is applied.

Interior View of Barn
Showing Framing Construction of Walls and Roof

The floor plan shows the exact
spacing of all the studs for the side
and end walls and how they are ar-
ranged at the door andwindowopen-
ings and at the corners of the
building. ft aho shows the position
of the center posts or columns which
support the floor of the hay loft.

The side wall framing elevation
shows the height of the side walls
and window spacing. The end wall
framing shows the height of the
studs and the roof and the correct
spacing of the studs around the door
and window openings. The cross
section shows the position of the
center posts, the height of the studs
the height of the loft floor joists
above the groundfloorlevel, and the
height of the roof and the length
and sizes of the roof rafters and the
length and sizes of the roof braces.

The cross section also shows the
thickness and height of the con-
crete foundation walls and size of.concrete 

piers under the wood posts.
The deptà of the concrete founda-
tions should be increased if neces-
sary in order to go down and rest
on solid ground or below the frost
line, aecording to locality.

At each corner of the barn three
corner studs are arranged as shown
on plan and provide for nailing
space should it be desired to line
the inside of the barn at any time.

FouNo,lrrow Bor,rs. In order to
properþ secure the framework of
the barn to the concrete foundation
walls, ordinary bolts fu-inch by
about 16 inches long must be placed
in the concrete at the time the wet
concrete is laid and they should
project about 5 inches above the
concrete and 3 inches from the out-
side edge.

These bolts should be placed
aboutevery 6 feet alongthefounda-
tion wall. Holes are to be drilled in
the wood sill which is afterwards
fitted down over the bolts and the
washers and nuts then screwed on.

Refer to the detail showing method of bolting building down to
the concrete foundation which makes this important operation
very clear.

The built-up girder should be well spiked together; no two
joints should be closer than rf feet.

The floor joists must be securely spiked to wall studs and also
spiked together where they lap pasteach other, and i!-¿þi5 ¡¡¿nnet the
builaing ii securely tied across its full width from wall to wall. Three
rows of f -in. by 4-in. bridging should be fixed to stifien the joilts.

All timbers throughout the building should be well nailed
together and plenty of spikes should be used as faulty construction
results from not using enough spikes.

No ventilators have been shown, as metal roof ventilators are
the most popular and the number required will depend on their
size and the length of the barn.

With regard to the sheathing boards on the roof, this is an item
that allows of considerable variation. Nanow or wide boards can
be used. They can be nailed close together or spread apart not
more than 211 inches.

The l-inch lumber for the hay loft floor may also be altered or
the rvidth changed without affecting the stability of the barn.

An interior view of the barn is shown looking towards the front
end wall. It shows the side walls and roof framing and makes clear
exactly how all the difrerent parts of the building are put together'

SOTJTHERN PIITtr ASSOCIATIOI{
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DDSIGN No. 15

Southern Pine Barns
Complete Plans and*1sj¡5$fhÌ};l*ing How to Build
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Gable Roof Barn-30 Feet Wide
f-nHE barn design shown on this page illustrates a Gable

I Roof type of barn and is a very popular method of
I construction. It has an advantage that short lengths

of lumber can be used and no heav¡r or large timbers ¿re
required as nothing thicker'than two-inch lumber is used,
which makes it easy for the farmer to build with the least
possible amount of assistance.

There are no difrcult q¡ qqmplicated joints to make, which
is another feature that is appreciated by the farmer who has
to be his own carpenter.

The length of the rafters is properly proportioned so as
to give the greatest amount of loft space and at the same time
present the most attractive and pleasing appearance from
the outside.

The Southern Pine method of barn construction is
eutirely new and illustrates the most modern and approved
methods of building construction in a way that enables the
farmer to select for himself a barn that rvill exactly suit
his own requirements, and of any width or length that
he desires. Never before has barn building been made
possible or explained in such a simple, unique, or practical
manner.

The only thing that the farmer must decide for himself
is what width he Wants to make his barn. Ilaving decided
on the width, then he can take the Southern Pine Design
sheet for that particular width of barn and build the barn

any length that he wants to. There is absolutely no hard
and fast rule as between the width and length of any barn.

The farmer can build any width or length that he chooses.
Certain lengtJrs have been shown for the difrerent barns but
they are merely average lengths and the farmer can make
the barn any length or twice or three times as long or add an
extension onto his barn any time he needs to.

As before stäted, however, the farmer must decide the
width that he wants to make his barn, and in so doing he will
be guided by what he considers the least width he can use
so as to arrange,his stock and work his barn in the method
that his experience has taught him will best suit his particular
requirements.

Every farmer has different requirements and we have
adopted this interchangeable system which allows the farmer
to build a barn of any width or any length that hb needs.

Therefore we have made no reference on this sheet to the
interior fl.oor arrangement of the barn. He can lay out the
floor for a dairy barn, horse barn, general purpose barn, or
beef cattle barn according to his requirements, but still using
exactly the same type of barn construction as shou¡n on this
sheet. The drawings show details of windows, doors, wall
and roof construction and the farmer can locate the doors and
windows to suit his floor plan arrangement.

The standa¡d widths of barns are 24, 26,28,30,32,
34 and 36 feet, and for every different width we have a
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position of the centerposts orcolumns
which support the floor of the hay
loft.

The side wall framing elevation
shows the height of the side walls
and window spacing. The end
wall framing shows the height of
the studs and the roof and the cor-
rect spacing of the studs around the
door and window openings. The
cross section shows the position of
the center posts, the height of the
studs, the height of the loft floor
joists above the ground floor level,
and the height of the roof and the
length and sizes of the roof rafters
and the length and sizes of the roof
braces.

The cross section also shows
the thickness and height of the
concrete foundation walls and size
of conerete piers under the wood
posts- The depth of the concrete
foundations should be increased
if necessary in order to go down
and rest on solid ground or be-
low the frost line, according to
locality.

At each corner of the barn
three corner studs are arranged as
shown on plan and provide for
nailing space should it be desired
to line the inside of the barn at
any time.

Fouxn¡uoN Bor,rs. fn order to properþ secure the frame
work of the barn to the concrete foundation ialls, ordinary bolts
fu-inch by about 16 inches long must be placed in'the conc-rete at
the time tùe wet concrete is láid and they should project about
5 inches above the concrete and B inches from the outiide edge.

. These bolts should be placed about every 6 feet along the
foundation wall. Holes are-to be drilled in the wood sill wh-ich is
afterwards fitted down over the bolts and the washers and nuts
then screwed on. Refer to the detail showing method of bolting
building down to the conc¡ete foundation whicl makes this impor-
tant operation very clear.

. . The_ bqiþ;up girder- should be well spiked together; no two
joints should be closer than 4 feet.

The floor joists must be securely spiked to wall studs and also
spiked together where they lap pasi eaìh other, and in this manner
the building is securely tied aèrõss its full ¡vidth from wall to wall.
Tlrree rows of l-inch by 4-inch bridging should be fixed to stiffen
the joists.

All timbers throughout the building should be well nailed
together and plenty of spikes should be uied as faulty construction
results from not using enough spikes.

No vèntilators have been'shown, as metal roof ventilators are
the most popular_ aqd the number required will depend on their
size and the length of the barn.

l{ith regard to the sheathing boards on the roof, this is an item
that allows of considerable variation. Nanow or wide boards can
be used. Tþe.y_ cqn be nailed close together or spread apart not
more than 211 inches.

- The l-inch lumber for the hay loft floor may also be altered or
the width changed without afiecting the stabiliiy of the barn.

An interior view of the barn is shown looking towards the front
end wall. It shows the side walls and roof framing and makes clear
exactly how all the difierent parts of the buildingãre put together.

Interior View of Barn
Showing Framing Construction of Walls and Roof

different design as we have to use heavier and longer timbers due
to the increased span of the roof.

Coxcnnts Fou¡ro¡troxs. The concrete for the foundations
and floor should be made in the proportions of one bag of cement,
two cubic feet of sand and four cubic feet of clean gravel or broken
stone.

If greater economy is desired the mixture may be made in the
proportion of one bag of cement, three cubic feet of sand and five
cubic feet of clean gravel or broken stone.

The sand and gravel and cement should be all thoroughly mixed
and turned over wità a shovel at least twice while still dry and
before any water is added. 'This is to make sure that the cement
is thoroughl¡z mixed with the sand and gravel. The mixture should
then be sprayed with water from the nose of a watering can or hose
and again turned over twice while wet'and ilnmediately placed
in position.

Before the wet concrete is placed in position the wood forms
which hold the concrete should be hosed with water. This will
prevent the concrete from sticking to the boards and also prevent
the boards, if they were dry, from absorbing all the good and
moisture from the concrete.

The cement fl.oor should be finished on top with a layer of
cement mortar gl-tnch thick composed of one part of cement to two
parts of sand.

When concrete is to be placed on tdp of concrete that has been
laid the previous day, the old concrete should be well sprayed with
water. This is to make certain that the new concrete i'ill stick
properþ to the old concrete and make a perfect joint. This also
means that the concrete floor should be well sprayed with water
before the final top layer or finishing coat of cement mortar is applied.

The floor plan shows the exact spacing of all the studs for the
side and end walls and how they are arranged at the door and window
openings and at the corners of the building. It also shows the

SOTJTHERN PIINE ASSOCIATIOI\ü
NEW ORLEANS, LOUISIANA



DESIGìV No.20

Southern Pine Barns
Complete Plans and Instructions Showing How to Build

Your Own Barn

X ffi

;t ffi

Gambrel Roof Barn-36 Feet Wide
TTIIIE barn design shown on this page illustrates what is they are merely average lengths and the farmer can make
' I 'kno*o as the Gambrel Roof Braced Rafter type of barn the barn any length or twice or three times as long or add an
I and is the most popular method of constructiõn. It has extension onto his barn any time he needs to.

the advantage that sliorl lengths of lumber can be used and As before stated, howeve-r, tìe farmer must decide the
no large or heavy timbers are iequired as nothing thicker than width that he wants to make his barn, and in s-o_doing he will
two-in]ch lumbei is used, which makes it easy fòr the farmer be guided by what he considers the least width he can use,
to build with the least possible amount of assistance. so as to aruange his stock ¿nd rvork his barn in the method

There are no difficull or complicated joints to make, which that his experience has taught him will best suit his particular
is another feature that is appreèiated by the farmer who has requiremenls.
to be his own carpenter. _ Every faimer has differ-ent requirements and we have

The length of the rafters is properþ proportioned so. as adopted tìis- -interchang^eable sygtgm which allows the
to give the [.reatest amount of loft space aÀd at the same time farmer to build a barn of any width or any length that he
present the most attractive and pleasing appearance from the needs.
outside. - Therefore we have made no reference on this sheet to the

The Southern Pine method of barn construction is interior floor arrangement of the barn. He can lay out the
entirely new and illustrates the most modern and approved floo1 for a dairy barn,- ìorse barn, general purpose b--arn,- or
methoäs of building construction in a way that enables the beef cattle barn according to his requirements, but still uslng
farmer to select foi himselJ a barn that will exactly suit his exactly the same type of barn construction as shown on this
own requirements, and of any width or length that he desires. sheet. The drawings show details of windows, doors, wall
Never 

-before has barn building been made possible or and roof construction and the farmer can locate the doors and
explained in such a simple, unique, or practical manner. windows to suit his floor.pþl arrangement. 

_^ The only ¡hing thai the farmer must decide for himself The standard widths of barns are 24, 26, 28, 30, 32,
is what width he lants to make his barn. Having decided 34 and 36 feet, and for every different width we have a
on the rüidth, then he can take the Southern Pine Design difierent design as we have to use heavier and longer tim-
sheet for thai particular width of barn and build the barn bers due to the increased span oj the roof.
any length tha-t he wants to. There is absoluteJ¡' no_hard Co¡rcnnrn Fornvp¡rrorvs. The concrete for the founda-
anä fast"rule as betùeen the width and length of 

-any barn. tions and floor should be made in the proportions of one
The farmer can build any width or lengththat he chooses. btg of cement, two cubic feet of sand and four cubic feet of

Certain lengths have been shown for the different barns but clean gravel or broken stone.
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The floor plan shows the exact
spacing of all the studs for the side
and end vi'alls and how they are ar-
ranged at the door andwindowopen-
ings and at the corners of the
building. It also shows the position
of the center posts or columns which
support the floor of the hay loft.

The side wall framing elevation
shows the height of the side walls
and window spacing. The end wall
framing shows the height of the
studs and the roof and the correct
spacing of the studs around the door
and window openings. The cross
section shows t-he position of the
center posts, the height of the studs
the height of the loft floor joists
above the ground floor level, and the
height of the roof and the length
and sizes of the roof rafters and the
length and sizes of the roof braces.

The cross section also shows the
thickness and height of the con-
crete foundation walls and size of
concréte piers under the wood posts.
The depth of the concrete founda-
tions should be increased if neces-
sary in order to go down and rest
on solid ground or below the frost
line, according to locality.

At each corner of the barn three
corner studs are arranged as shown
on plan and provide for nailing
space should it be desired to line
the inside of the barn at any time.

Fornso¡rroN Bor,rs. In order to
properly secure the framework of
the barn to the concrete foundation
walls, ordinary bolts fu-inch by
about 16 inches long must be placed
in the concrete at the time the wet
conerete is laid and they shsuld
project about 5 inches above the
concrete and 4 inches from the out-
side edge.

These bolts should be placed
aboutevery 6 feet alongthefounda-
tion wall. Holes are to be drilled in
the wood sill which is afterwards
fi:tted down over the bolts and the
washers and nuts then screwed on.

36',-O'WIDE

Interior View of Barn

Showing Framing Construction of Walls and Roof

If greater economy is desired the mixture may be made in the
proportion of one bag of cement, three cubic feet of sand and ûve
cubic feet of clean gravel or broken stone.

The sand and gravel and cement should be all thoroughly mixed
and turned over rrith a shovel at least twice while still dry and
before any water is added. This is to make sure that the cement
is thoroughly mixed with the sand and gravel. The mixture should
then be sprayed with watèr from the nose of a watering can or hose
and again turned over [wice while wet and immediately placed
in position.

Before the wet concrete is placed in position the wood forms
which hold the concrete should be hosed with water. This will
prevent the concrete from sticking to the boards and also prevent
the boartls, if they were dry, from absorbing all the good and
moisture from the concrete.

The cement floor should be finished on top with a layer of
cement mortar fu-inch thick composed of one part of cement to two
parts of sand.

When concrete is to be placed on top of concrete that has been
laid the previous day, the old concrete should be well sprayed with
water. This is to make certain that the new concrete will stick
properly to the old concrete and make a perfect joint. This ¿lso
means that the concrete floor should be well sprayed v¡ith water
before the final top layer or finishing coat of cement mortar is applied.

Refer to the detail showing method of bolting building down to
the concrete foundation which makes this important operation
very clear.

The built-up girder should be well spiked together; no two
joints should be closer than 4 feet.- 

The floor joists must be securely spiked to wall ituds and also
spiked together where they lap pasteach other,and in this manner.the
building is securely tied across its full width from wall to wall. Three
rows of l-in. by rt-in. bridging should be fixed to stifien the joists.

All timbers throughout the building' should be well nailed
together and plenty of spikes should be used as faulty construction
results from not using enough spikes.

I{o ventilators have been shown, as metal roof ventilators are
the most popular and the number required will depend on their
size and the length of the barn.

With regard to the sheathing boards on the roof, this is an item
that allows of considerable variation. .Narrow or wide boards can
be used. They can be nailed close together or spread apart not
more than 2ll inches.

The l-inch lumber for the hay loft floor may also be altered or
the width changed without affecting the stability of the barn.

An.interior view of the barn is shown looking towards the front
end wall. It shows the side walls and roof framing and makes clear
exactly how all the different parts of the building are put together.
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